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JOIN THE HIGH-TECH

REVOLUTION
Always the leader, Foxboro is again ahead of
the field, applying sophisticated software for
fourth generation systems, in -a variety of in-dustrial applications. If you're in an environment
that. promises projects but never delivers you'll
find these ground floor opportunities in our newly
established Systems Development Group to be just
what you've been looking for. And at Foxboro
you'll be part of a company with a long and stable
tradition quite distinct from the revolving door syndrome so typical of many other compames.
Our Systems Development Group will be
responsible for all aspects of Software Development in areas including Computer Products,
Communication Products, Human Interface and
Control Systems. These systems will be developed for fourth generation, state-of-the-art
microprocessor based, distributed network, and
operating work stations for Process Management
and Control Systems.
We are currently seeking several Principal
and S.enior Software Engineers with extensive experience to do advanced development in the
following areas:
* DISRIDUTED MULTIPROCESSIG
developing
and using the latest operating systems,
languages, distributed databases, and 16/32 bit
micro processor machine architectures.
-

* ITERACTIVE GRAPHCS - as good If not better
than any CAD/CAM house in the business.
* DATA COMMUNICATIONS - the most advanced
i.e.' PROWAY and IZEE 802 LANS, GATEWAYS,
X.25, etc.
* APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE
configuration,
timization, plant management...
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All in REAL TIME. adhering to ISO standards,
with fault recovery and security requirements to
challenge the best software engineers.
In addition to a BS or MS in Computer
Science or related field, qualified candidates
should have at least five years of directly related
experience.
Foxboro offers competitive salaries and a full
line of benefits. In. addition you'll find the latest
in facilities and equipment in an envi-ronent
that stresses individual initiative and rewards
outstanding achievement.
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